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RBM ShipWash

GENERAL PURPOSE MARINE CLEANER

IDEAL FOR general hold maintenance, washing down between sensitive cargos and cleaning around the
deck, crane pedestals, superstructure, engine room and galley.
ShipWash, an aqueous compound, is a safe
alternative to chlorinated and phosphate-based
cleaning agents.
ShipWash quickly and efficiently removes
light-to-medium chained hydrocarbons:
 Refined Oils
 Lubricating Fluids
 Greasy Dirt
 Residual Carbon/Soot

ShipWash integrates seven key properties
to optimize cleaning performance:
 Solvency
 Surfactancy
 Emulsification
 Enhanced Wetting Properties
 Free-Rinsing Capability
 Rapid Dispersal of Moisture
 Corrosion Inhibition

PERFORMANCE
ShipWash is extremely versatile in its application. Utilizing powerful and natural surfactants and degreasers to
aggressively break the bonds of a wide range of contaminants. By maintaining this separation, it provides faster
wetting, aggressive penetration and overall better cleaning while rinsing totally free. ShipWash is revolutionary in
its performance without compromising user safety or the environment.

PERSONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
In an effort to meet environmental and safety standards, common off the shelf solvents, surfactants and
degreasers tend to sacrifice performance. ShipWash not only meets but often exceeds those standards while
increasing performance requirements. Standard safety glasses and gloves are recommended as a safeguard
against prolonged exposure.
ShipWash is completely biodegradable and, according to Bioassay toxicity test results, will not harm aquatic life.

SUGGESTED DILUTION RATIOS

DIRECTIONS

HEAVY DUTY: Remove heavy or weathered deposits with
pressure sprayer or brush before applying product. Spray
ShipWash and let soak for 2 to 3 minutes. Additional soak
time or some light scrubbing may be required for especially
stubborn areas. Rinse well with highest pressure and
warmest temperature available.

RATIO
Water: ShipWash

LIGHT DUTY: Spray on. Let penetrate for a few seconds.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

1:1

APPLICATION
Heavy Duty Spot Cleaning
(ie Engine Room, Crane Pedestals)

2:1

Heavy Hold Cleaning

5:1

Light Hold/Deck Maintenance

above dilution ratios are suggestions only.
Increase or decrease as required.
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